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How to prepare in the
pandemic whirlwind?
In 1918, the world was
dealing with a very serious pandemic called the Spanish ﬂu –
even though some cases were
estimated to be found in
Kansas prior to Europe. The
Centre for Disease Control had
yet to be established in 1918,
not starting operation until
1946 in Georgia and vowing to
never be ill-prepared for health
crises again. Due to this, the
disease was not as widely
understood as it could have
been; in addition, there are
many diﬀerent estimations
about the total number of
cases. Most estimations put the
total infected to be somewhere
between 400 and 500 million
people, or, about one third of
the entire world’s population at
this point. That is both a shocking and disturbing number.
Things did not improve much in
the following few years; the ﬂu
continued its reign of terror
claiming many lives until late in
1919 when most people developed immunity or had passed
away. Fast forward to 2020, and
this example from almost 100
years ago serves as a bleak
reminder of the current situation and potentially a lens to
what the uncertain future could
hold.

Which brings into focus the
current situation, where many
businesses are closed, more
people are out of work, tens of
thousands are working from
home, and the course of business may be changed irreparably. In the electrical industry
speciﬁcally, many do not have
the option to work from home.
Most in the industry work at
their shop, commute to a
jobsite, or maintain counter
sales. In most cases construction and infrastructure development were deemed an
essential service and remained
open. However, with some
jobsites making the decision to
suspend
operations
until
further notice the industry as a
whole sputtered and is only
now looking to gain traction
again. Not everyone who is at
work is particularly optimistic,
many ﬁrms are revealing polls
that show the lowest level of
business conﬁdence since the
polls began to run. With record
unemployment and nearly
unprecedented
drops
in
economic activity it is hard to
see the light at the end of the
tunnel.
That is not to say that the industry is taking things lying down,
far from it in fact. Electro Fed-

eration Canada has been publishing results from weekly
polls related to Covid-19. One
of the staples of these polls has
been the level of demand for
services/products
on
week-by-week
basis.
The
results of said polls has been
decidedly optimistic, on March
25th 33% of all respondents
said the demand for their products was substantially weaker
than year-to-date. Comparatively to the most recent poll on
May 15th, not a single respondent
indicated
shrinking
demand, and 20% said that
demand was increasing far
beyond the previous week.
Some businesses have made it
their personal mission to
ensure that customers can still
source the products they need.
Some of the solutions that have
been seen around the industry
are contactless delivery, where
a driver will move to an indicated section of a jobsite to drop
of the materials and leave without interacting with anyone.
Another solution has been with
the use of telecommuting to
limit the number of people
present in any one location,
Zoom, the videoconferencing
application, has added as many
users in March as they had in
the previous two years. There
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has been a marked shift in the
way the electrical industry has
conducted its operations and
more changes are surely to
come.
One important topic that has
not been touched on yet has
been the way that companies
are going to need deal with
illness once employees are
attending oﬃces on a semi-regular basis again. The 5-day
workweek was ﬁrst used by
Henry Ford in the 1920’s, what
was special about this was the
pay structure remained the
same even though it was much
more common to work six days
a week. It was canonized in
legislature by Franklin Roosevelt that stated labour standards required employees to
work a standard 40-hour week,
anything else needed special
consideration like overtime
pay. Since that time, there has
been a common discourse
among workers that you need
to show up for 40 hours a week

regardless of your condition.
This inadvertently set a dangerous precedent that even if
someone was sick, they had to
come in so that they could
make their weekly pay. Some
studies have shown that the
less task control someone has,
that is, the ability to change
their daily work routine, the
more likely they are to call in
sick. What this means is that
there needs to be options for
completing work at home in
order to protect other employees. This will be a particularly
taxing problem for businesses
with hourly paid employees
and apprentices who rely on
their hours to become certiﬁed.
Another important shift that
needs to take place is the
burden of proof that employers
require of their employees
when they report being sick.
Many companies require sick
notes signed by a doctor in
order to be considered legitimate illnesses. This has actually
been shown to lead to more

people coming to work with
illnesses because they do not
have the means to acquire a
note, and do not have the ability to work from home. In general, there will likely be a major
shift in the way illness will be
treated in the future due to the
need to keep all employees
safe regardless of employment
history.
Overall, the electrical industry
has been hit hard by the virus,
and some experts say the worst
is yet to come. This will mean
some major changes in the way
business is conducted so that
employees are kept safe, and
customers who rely on products and services are able take
solace in the fact that their supplier is taking all of the necessary steps in order to keep
them safe as well. In the end,
like the Sun Tzu says in The Art
of War, if you are not preparing,
you are only preparing to fail.

Lengths 1”-3” in stock
Individually packaged
Connectors pre-installed
Available Now at Noramco
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The Future of Health Tech;
Right Now

The approaches to reopening
nation’s economies has been
conceived of in many diﬀerent
ways; some locations relying on
personal
questionnaires,
others on waiver forms, more
on personal vigilance. One of
the newest ways has been with
the use of cameras that are
able to identify people who
have a higher than average
temperature. This type of technology has also been experimented with in traﬃc lights, as
they can scan for emergency
vehicle lights, further, they have
been used to identify license
plates using OCR (Optical Character Recognition) technology.
By identifying license plates,
they have been utilized to
recognize stolen cars or vehicles wanted in connection with
other crimes. All of these uses
extend the reach of personal
safety, without the need of
additional manpower to complete.
Now, more than ever, some
activities need to be conducted
by technology as a means of
keeping people from contact. In
South Korea, station upon
station has been set-up in
order to read peoples temperature in the hope of tracing more
Covid-19 cases before they are

able to spread any further. The
only thing separating these
temperature readers from the
subjects are face masks, other
protective equipment, and if
they’re lucky a pane of plastic.
This will work in the interim,
however, as more and more
people return to their daily
activities they will need more
robust solutions.
Amazon, the giant seller of just
about every product you could
ever want, has made some
progress in this particular ﬁeld.
For example, they have cameras installed in high-traﬃc areas
of their facilities that allow
them to scan for temperature
variance in their employees. By
Amazon’s
own
admission,
these cameras are un-invasive,
as they are kept to inconspicuous locations and only used as
needed, maybe during a pandemic? In the coming months,
as workplaces begin to allow
more employees to return, it
stands to reason that these
cameras could become much
more common.
One company that has been
manufacturing these cameras
for some time is Invidtech,
which has a wide range of cameras that range from personal

use to large-scale industrial
projects.
Their
range
of
body-heat sensor cameras
have never been more relevant. These devices can read
multiple subjects, humans or
animals, with a 0.5-degree
Fahrenheit accuracy level. They
are most commonly used in
hospitals where the spread of
illness needs to be monitored
with utmost care. However, in
light of recent events, there will
be an ever-increasing need for
these in many other areas
where there are gatherings of
people; especially airports,
oﬃces,
and
schools.
In
enclosed spaces where air
ﬁltration is shared by many
people diseases are especially
susceptible to be transmitted it
is paramount to ensure only
healthy individuals are present.
On the adjacent page is an
example of a typical screen that
could be viewed while the
camera is in use, spotting any
temperature changes instantly.
As the great media/technology
scholar Marshal McLuhan once
said, technology is an extension
of ourselves, it allows people to
accomplish things faster, it
takes processes and improves
them. For Invidtech, their cameras are an extension of manually checking temperatures,
which can drastically reduce
the spread of illnesses even if
the person is not aware their
temperature is slightly high.
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IMAGES USED ARE DRAMATIZATIONS OF WHAT COULD BE EXPECTED IN THIS PARTICULAR PRODUCT
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Prysmian Group Commits
to Patient Care
In order to combat potential
spikes in Covid-19 cases, many
local authorities are setting up
temporary care facilities. In
doing so, there has been an
increased demand for infrastructure related to these facilities. As one could imagine,
there is also a bottleneck created by the decreased workforces across manufacturers, suppliers, and distributors alike. In
order to mitigate some of these
supply chain problems caused
by the virus, Prysmian Group
has committed an abundance
of resources to a select product
line that ¬is available with
little-to-no lead times. These
products are mainly targeted at
hospitals and long-term care
facilities that are hit hardest by
Covid-19.
Some of the challenges of temporary hospitals are facing is
the need for communication,
machine hookups, diagnostic
imaging, and general electrical
infrastructure. The products
that Prysmian group have
invested in reﬂect these challenges; for example, the Carol
brand of cables is durable and
ﬂexible as well as being able to
meet many of these demands.
The Carol brand portable cord
is particularly eﬀective for tem
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porary facilities as the durability allow it to be placed in harsh
conditions, and are ﬂexible
enough to be set up rapidly by
one person. This line is products is not limited to portable
cord; it also includes ﬁber optic
cable that is capable of handling communication needs as
well as diagnostic imaging. The
products oﬀered by Prysmian
Group are far-reaching and
readily available.
In Calgary, the local authorities
set up a temporary facility that
is capable of holding an additional few hundred patients
and workers. The health minister for Alberta has said that this
facility is not currently needed,
however, if the need were to
arise it could be ready in just
under 24 hours. This example is
one of many, and the need for
continued support of these
facilities will be on-going. With
their emergency products,
Prysmian has made a commitment to servicing these needs
with the utmost haste.

Contact your local Noramco branch to learn more about
these emergency healthcare products
Or, contact our toll-free 24-hour emergency line should the
need arise - 1-800-663-8434
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